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ARM, Automated Retail Monitor, is a retail automation system designed in conjunction with a local restaurant (Tacoria). To ease the role of a manager, we developed a system of sensor nodes spread though the store. The sensors allow the retail space to keep track of various points across the store and notify on-shift employees if problems or tasks arise. For example, if a fridge door is left open too long, a temperature sensor and a reed sensor would notify the employee on duty to check the fridge if the door has been open too long or the temperature has risen passed a desired range. A smartphone application is connected to the central hub which receives sensor data and notifies employees. Once notified, the employee must tap an NFC tag to the activated sensor to clear the notification and signal to the system that the event has been managed. With NFC points, timers within the system allow management to require employees to check and tag designated points every x amount of minutes, thus eliminating employee negligence with timed tasks. Altogether, ARM gives managers a system to ensure employees are completing tasks and that they are doing so in a timely manner.